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LANGUAGE AND KNOWLEDGE
IN THE LATE NOVELS OF HENRY JAMES

Ruth Bernard Yeazell
By looking closely at the language in late James, Ruth Bernard

Yeazell accounts for the bewilderment and excitement of a reader
entering the fictional universe of James's novels. "This is an excel
lent book-original, interesting, well-proportioned and beautifully

written."-Ian P. Watt, Stanford University
160 pages Cloth $10.00

TRANSFORMATIONS OF ROMANTICISM
IN YEATS, ELIOT, AND STEVENS

George Bornstein
Extending the subject and· method of his earlier work on Yeats and
Shelley, George Bornstein here makes a carefully documented case

for the view that modern poetry continues and develops romantic
tradition more than it r~jects or breaks with it.

264 pages Cloth $15.00

VICTORIAN NOVELISTS AND PUBLISHERS
J. A. Sutherland

There is no Victorian novel which was not materially influenced by the
English publishing system, for good or ill. J. A. Sutherland isolates

and evaluates this influence in a richly detailed study of the arrange
ments between the few great novelists and the major publishing

houses of the mid-nineteenth century.
viii, 245 pages Cloth $13.95

EPIC AND TRAGIC STRUCTURE
IN PARADISE LOST

John M. Steadman
In this illuminating study, John M. Steadman considers the epic and
tragic structure of Paradise Lost and examines three major elements
of Aristotelian plot-reversal, recognition, and "scene of suffering"

-against the background of Renaissance poetic theory.
208 pages Cloth $15.00
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Women's place
. in fiction.

.~ 1:$-, - Many 19th-century
~ . . American writers viewed
~Ie,' the New World as the New

. ./1 Eden. But. as Judith Fryer's
-~ analysis reveals. its appealingly

independent Adam was usually
accompanied by a two-dimensional

Eve. drawn strictly to one of the
types acceptable to an old-fashioned

patriarchal culture.

THE FACES OF EVE
Women in the Nineteenth

Century American Novel
Judith Fryer

Illustrated. $11.95
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The Victorians. ~ '\:;;:".-....m;::;..;... ~
argues Jenni Calder.
invented the notion that a
woman should be the all
powerful. enshrined saint of the
home-and a temptress or a non
entity outside it. In this lively study.
she shows how such stereotypes
shaped the works of the period's
major writers and its popular fiction
as well.

WOMEN AND MARRIAGE
IN VICTORIAN FICTION
Jenni Calder
Illustrated, $10.00
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